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CUBA Harvest
Ready for
story and photos by Tom Price

A boy gathers coconuts.

Tobacco is a valuable cash crop that
produces world renowned Cuban cigars.

Then He said to them, “The harvest truly is great, but the laborers
are few; therefore pray the Lord
of the harvest to send out laborers
into His harvest.”
Luke 10:2

Farmers return home around sundown after a day of harvesting fruit. Oxen are used
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routinely to pull carts and plow ﬁelds.
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Worshiping in Spirit and Truth—Cuba
Treasures—simple treasures—beyond what Cuban
women could afford. Twenty-eight-year-old Angela
Santiesteban Pupo could not contain her gratitude. The
team from America had brought many spiritual gifts to
the conference—but these presents of cosmetics are out
of ﬁnancial reach for most women on this island nation.
Angela wiped away tears. “This means so much to us.
Cuban wives can’t afford such things. Many of us work
hard just to have food on the table for our children.” She
hugged Carmen Solis, from CC Old Bridge in New
Jersey, who began to cry as well when she understood the
depth of the woman’s gratitude.
Ladies waited in a queue as the small gifts of cosmetics
were distributed. Those ﬁrst in line stood in small groups
under a giant tree, smiling as they opened their precious
packages. In a nearby ﬁeld, a farmer methodically cut his
tobacco crop destined for Cuba’s cigar industry.

Carmen Solis is blindfolded before randomly drawing out the gifts of
cosmetics for the women waiting in line.

Angela’s husband, Benito, had begun a Calvary Chapelstyle Bible study in Santo Espiritu. In less than a year, the
two-night-a-week Bible study has grown to 100 people.
A full-time barber, Benito had lost direction in his Christian walk. Attending the ﬁrst Calvary Chapel Distinctives conference last summer had a profound inﬂuence
on his life and ministry.

Opening Doors and Minds
“It was the most glorious three days of my life.” Benito
carefully gauged his words to translate well. “I had never
heard teaching like that before. The Scriptures came alive.
The most amazing thing was how available the Calvary
Chapel pastors were to spend time with me and answer
my questions. Here, you often get preached to—these
pastors were simply teaching God’s Word.”

Women enjoy opening their make-up kits.

The night before, Benito had cried out to the Lord asking
for direction in his life. Trained in the Los Pinos seminary,
he had decided to discontinue any attempts to enter the
ministry because of his discouragement. The conference
had a life-changing impact on the 29-year-old Cuban.
“The testimony of all the different pastors was liberating,”
Benito continued. “All of these men had wild lives before
they accepted Christ. Now God is using them in such a
mighty way.
Young ladies study God’s Word during the Cuban worship conference.

“It was the most glorious three days of my life. I had never heard
teaching like that before. The Scriptures came alive.“
Pastor Benito Pupo, Jr., CC Santo Espiritu
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“Pastor Lloyd, CC Old Bridge, NJ, felt the Lord direct
the men to lay hands on me and pray for His direction in
my life. I told them I didn’t want anything from them—
just to learn and be part of their ministry.”

Angela Pupo, doctor and wife of CC Pastor Benito
Pupo, cries tears of joy at the thoughtfulness of the
American church that sent gifts of cosmetics to the
Cuban women. She is comforted by Carmen Solis,
CC Old Bridge, NJ.
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CC Old Bridge purchased 50 chairs and an
electric piano for worship. They are considering purchasing a canopy for the outdoor
church as well as more chairs because of
its dramatic growth. Many of its attendees
recently have been liberated from drugs,
alcoholism, or prostitution. They come
faithfully to hear verse-by-verse teaching.
They sit outside at a new believer’s house.
The man’s name is Lazarus. All of them feel
as if they too were once dead and now have
been resurrected.
“My hope is to see this CC style of ministry spread throughout Cuba. We want to be
part of it and just be faithful to preach God’s
Word,” said Benito. His father was equally
impacted by the teachings. A former minister, he came out of retirement to begin a
house church, teaching through the Bible.

Journey into Cuba
Calvary pastors joined Lloyd Pulley, CC Old
Bridge, for the ﬁrst Calvary Chapel conference in Cuba last August. They entered the
communist country legally with religious
visas—able to share their faith and teach
the Gospel. To worship in Cuba, a church
needs to be registered with the government.
The missions ministry of CC Old Bridge
has been able to secure visas through a likeminded Cuban denomination, Los Pinos.
Two years previously, Latin guitar aﬁcionado
Rodrigo Rodriquez had been asked to perform at a conference by Los Pinos. Rodrigo
requested that Lloyd accompany him. Lloyd
was able to teach freely at the conference.
“The Cubans had never encountered a ministry style that was a low-key, instructional,
and verse-by-verse teaching,” recalled Lloyd.
“Afterwards many said they had come to
hear Rodrigo play guitar but were keenly
interested to discover teaching done in this
manner.” The entire Los Pinos leadership
found this way of teaching intriguing as
well. Lloyd was invited to return with other
Calvary pastors last August to teach this
style. Pastors Pancho Juarez, Lance Cook,
Jim Orate, and Carlos Pimentel joined him
in teaching.

Luis Solis, right, missions pastor at CC Old Bridge, NJ, ministers and comforts a Cuban

man dealing with issues of forgiveness during the conference.

“My hope is to see this CC style of ministry
spread throughout Cuba. We want to be
part of it and just be faithful to preach
God’s Word.”
Pastor Benito Pupo, Jr.

Pastors Xavier Ries, right, and Archie Corrales,
left, both from CC Pasadena, pray with Lloyd
Pulley before a teaching.
Luis Solis translates for Lloyd Pulley as the worship conference
gets underway.
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“The Los Pinos leadership wanted to ﬁnd ways to assist
Calvary-style works, and the fact that they were willing
to make such an eﬀort spoke to my heart.”
Pastor Lloyd Pulley, CC Old Bridge

Worship Conference
CC Old Bridge brought a mission team
back into Cuba for the fourth time this
past February. The goal was to demonstrate a Calvary style of worship as well as
model teaching through the Bible. Typically,
Cuban Christians played hymns on an electric organ while the music director led the
singing like an orchestra conductor. The ﬁrst
day the attendees sat puzzled and watched
as Gia Lucid and Alejandro Alonso led worship in Spanish. The next day the congregation shyly joined them in worship. By
the end of the conference, the participants
were worshiping and singing songs to Jesus
Christ. Late at night, the sounds of newly
learned worship music drifted through the
Los Pinos seminary grounds.
Cuban customs authorities held the medicine that the team had brought in for the
seminary. Missions Pastor Luis Solis, CC
Old Bridge, felt the Lord keep from getting
upset during the three-hour stop at the airport. Rather, God led Luis to serve the six
government ofﬁcials with love and respect.
One by one, the customs agents understood
Gia Lucid and Alejandro Alonso, both worship leaders from
Luis’ position and ﬁnally the medicines were
America, model contemporary Christian praise music in Spanish.
cleared to leave. Luis lovingly asked if he
could pray for the ofﬁcials, and they agreed.
Lloyd added, “Honestly, they were a little As they laid their hands on the six agents,
nervous at ﬁrst about our shorts, T-shirts, Luis and another Cuban pastor prayed that
and sandals. This did not ﬁt into their con- God would bless them and their families.
ception of what a pastor should look like. The gesture had an impact.
Once they heard the teaching, however, they
got past their hesitation very quickly. I felt “We would like to come and visit your
that they were interested in furthering the church,” one agent said sincerely.
Gospel, not just their own denomination.
The Los Pinos leadership wanted to ﬁnd
ways to assist Calvary-style works, and the
A Cuban car sticker boldly
fact that they were willing to make such an
proclaims Jesus.
effort spoke to my heart.
“We want to encourage and mentor these
young pastors, even if it is from a distance.
We can visit and teach informally.”
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Four hundred Christians attended the worship conference where contemporary music was modeled. While hesitant at ﬁrst, the
Cubans eventually enjoyed the new Christian songs and worshipped freely.

A man returns home from work on foot while a young boy waits on his bike to escort him.
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Evidence
for Creation
When the team entered Cuba, customs
ofﬁcials held, then later released, books
that taught about creation as written in
the Genesis account. Author and creation
speaker Roger Oakland was part of the mission team. His book, Evidence for Creation,
had been translated into Spanish. Speaking
to the seminary students, Roger’s heart was
touched as many approached him. Some
were in tears. This was the ﬁrst time they
had received scientiﬁc evidence with which
to speak to family members to contest the
belief of evolution.
One young woman told of the disdain she
received from her father when she became a
Christian. Over the years, she had been verbally attacked and belittled with arguments
from an evolutionary worldview. Roger’s
teachings gave her valid evidence to support
the biblical view of creation.
“I travel around the world, telling people
of the strong evidence to support a biblical creation, while showing the absurdity of
the evolution theories,” Roger explained to
his audience. He was at the forefront of the
door opening throughout Russia and the
Ukraine to biblical teachings in academic
institutions. “The scholars want the students
to hear all of the positions. I am allowed to
tell them that the Bible is the inspired Word
of our Creator.

Roger Oakland, creation expert and author, taught seminary students scientiﬁc facts
to contest the belief of evolution. He gave the Bible students the Spanish version of
his book, Evidence for Creation.
“We can prove scientiﬁcally that evolution is impossible. My calling has also been
to teach Christians to trust and believe in
everything the Bible teaches. All of you in
this seminary believe in the truth of God’s
Word but lack evidence to discuss it with
your friends and family.
“Evolutionists claim that life came into
existence from non-life by random chance.
If evolution is true, then scientists should
be able to prove how this could have happened by chance. Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT) examined the statistical

possibility of a protein molecule, the building block of life, coming into existence by
chance. Their conclusion—it was the same
as winning the lottery every week for a thousand years in a row.”

Roberto lives close to the Los Pinos seminary. He returns home with fresh-cut sugar cane that will be used in cooking.

The presentation of such evidence thrilled
students at the seminary. Many lined
up to receive a copy of Oakland’s book,
excited that the Lord answered their
prayers that such materials would be made
available to them.

“We can prove scientiﬁcally that evolution is impossible.
My calling has been to teach Christians to trust and believe
in everything the Bible teaches. All of you in this seminary
believe in the truth of God’s Word but lack evidence to
discuss it with your friends and family.”
Workers stop to chat as they pass each other on horseback. They were
leading their oxen to another ﬁeld.

Roger Oakland

Lyssandra, standing, daughter of Luis and Carmen
Solis from CC Old Bridge, is ﬂuent in Spanish and
quickly made friends with the Cuban girls.
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Ministering in Cuba
There is a delicate balance ministering in this island nation.
Ministry needs to be conducted in an orderly fashion and
within certain guidelines in order to not hinder the opportunity to equip the Cuban church.

Pastor Benito, Sr. came back into the ministry after attending the ﬁrst CC Cuban pastors’ conference. He had retired
as a denominational pastor but felt God’s leading to begin a
house church similar to the one begun by his son, Benito, Jr.

“You are told through God’s Word to obey the laws of the
land,” commented Pastor Xavier Ries, CC Pasadena, CA.
Xavier joined other CC pastors ministering in Cuba this past
March. “When Paul said this, he was speaking of Caesar and
Roman law. No one can say it is different today. If God wants
you to minister in Cuba, then you should obtain a religious
visa from the proper Cuban authorities. In this way you have
legal permission to teach and share the Gospel, and you do not
hinder Cuban Christian groups from obtaining religious visas
for visitors in the future.”
“Simply render unto Caesar what is Caesar’s,” said Pastor Lloyd
Pulley. “Those were the words of Jesus when His enemies
were trying to trap Him to commit to overthrowing the cruel
Roman government. We have been called to just simply preach
God’s Word faithfully. We don’t have a political agenda.”
Most Americans are restricted from visiting Cuba. The U.S.
State Department has begun a crackdown on illegal visitation
as well as on the enormous cash pipeline from Cuban exiles
back to their homeland.

Pastor Benito, Jr., daughter Evelyn, and wife Angela.

There are two issues that need to be addressed before ministering in Cuba. First, you must fulﬁll our government’s
requirements. Second, you must obtain a Cuban religious
visa. Keeping this in mind should not stand in the way of
effective ministry.
1. Pray earnestly that the Lord would open doors.
2. Work with an established like-minded denomination to
receive your ministry invitation.
3. For your ﬁrst trip, travel with a church that is already sharing the Gospel there.
4. Work with one of several Christian travel agencies that specialize in travel to Cuba.

Classic American cars from the 50s are the preferred mode
of transportation. Cubans have perfected the art of retooling
engine and body parts long ago discontinued in the United
States. A man drives away from the evening church service.
Lazarus and his sister raise
their hands in praise during a
service. He had been an alcoholic before accepting Jesus
Christ as his personal Savior.
A CC Bible study is held in
his backyard twice a week. He
assists Pastor Benito.
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5. Realize that disobeying the laws can negatively impact those
you are trying to minister to—not just you.

“If God wants you to minister in Cuba, then you should obtain a religious visa
from the proper Cuban authorities. In this way you have legal permission to
teach and share the Gospel, and you do not hinder Cuban Christian groups
from obtaining religious visas for visitors in the future.”
Pastor Xavier Ries, CC Pasadena
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People handicapped with blindness are fed by a local church in Zaza Alto.

Pastors Benito Pupo, Jr., left, and Sr., join Luis Solis, right, in prayer for a man after a church service.

The Island Nation

age Cuban makes $8 a month. Their lack of
salary is compensated by the ability to grow
produce
year-round in the tropical climate.
Cuba, the last communist nation in the
The
country’s
currency is used, but the US
Western Hemisphere, is home to many
underprivileged communities. When Marx- dollar is the money of choice.
ist doctrine ended in Russia, Cuba lost its
biggest ally. A complete embargo on all “Cubans are ingenious in the way they overCuban exports to America can be traced to come difﬁculties,” added Lloyd. “Look at
the way they have adapted American cars
a 40-year feud between the two nations.
from the 50s—sometimes reﬁtting engines
Physicians earn $25 a month and typically or rebuilding discontinued parts. They are
make house calls on their bicycles. The aver- using that same ingenuity with these Cal-
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vary distinctives and making them their
own. I was amazed not only by how they
retained everything we had taught at the last
conference, but also by how they have put
into use what they had learned.
“Cubans are adopting many of the ministry
essentials that make Calvary Chapel special. Whether they adopt the name or not
is immaterial; what’s most important is that
the body of believers is built up and Christ
is gloriﬁed.”

A church volunteer assists an elderly man that had trouble handling utensils.

“Cubans are adopting many of the ministry
Cuba is 90 miles south of Key West, FL.

essentials that make Calvary Chapel special. ”
Pastor Lloyd Pulley
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Margarita, a native Cuban, playfully scolds Lloyd Pulley for his alleged incitement of a
cake throwing incident. The birthday celebration was for Archie Corrales, left.

No Cuban celebration is complete without
a roasted pig.

CC Old Bridge
www.ccob.org
info@ccob.org
732-679-9222

Children enjoy playing with the lizards,
one of many reptiles in the country. The
quick, small, creatures attach themselves
to earlobes with their tiny teeth and
hang on.

American missionaries get to try typical
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Cuban transportation. Horse drawn wagons are seen routinely throughout the country.
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